Azure Reconnaissance
and Scanning for Ethical
Hackers and Special Ops
Team

“Everything and anything
is hackable and vulnerable
in some way.”
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Introduction
This whitepaper is meant to provide a quick and practical guide to Ethical Hackers and Special Ops Team. There
are many available tools and techniques for scanning and reconnaissance, and this whitepaper provides the most
practical for Microsoft Azure.
The final objective of a Penetration Testing project is to provide useful information to resolve the errors identified
before they can be used for malicious purposes. A Pentest activity must be considered as a project and requires
the use of a methodology that helps the pentester team to perform the various steps in a correct and controlled
way. A pentest can be an automated activity or performed in manual mode; in both cases, there are a series of
steps that must be performed in sequence.
The first phase and perhaps the most important, Reconnaissance/Footprinting, consists of the recognition of the
target and the acquisition of as much information as possible through actions that are often passive and do not
involve direct interaction with the target's systems.
The reconnaissance and scanning are the first procedures to start with in order to identify our attack surface. Azure
contains a large number of technologies, and these techniques may vary depending on what we need to scan
and the scope. In this chapter, we will examine the most important techniques, the approaches, and the tools to
use in relation to our scope and target.

Footprinting and Scanning
In the cybersecurity space, the Information Gathering activities correspond to the operations aimed at researching,
collecting, and organizing as much information as possible about a potential attack target. Then it will seek ways
that could be exploited to get into the systems.
The phases shown in the pictures below are applicable both to malicious activities and to penetration activities
tests and vulnerability assessments carried out for ethical hacking purposes.

For example, a pen tester or a hacker (ethical or not) can use specific tools, like port scanners tools, to help them
get an excellent understanding of the potential target systems in the network and sometimes what operator system
and software is on them. This information gathering endeavor may allow analysis to locate possible vulnerabilities.
It can pinpoint what impact the different findings may have on the client and the subsequent exploitation phase,
where the weaknesses are attempted to be exploited to get into the system.

Footprinting
Footprinting means all observation, research, and collection of related information to a potential target. The aim is
to have a vision, as complete as possible, of the activities and the equipment of the chosen victim of a cyber
attack.

In this phase, the information is collected and organized so that it can be analyzed subsequently, with the aim of
finding a viable attack methodology. Below is a non-exhaustive list of information usually collected during the
footprinting phase:
•
•
•
•
•

Generic information on the organizational structure of the target (employees, managers, CEO, and so
on.);
Information on the operating systems used (system names, users and groups, passwords, and so on);
Information on the network (Domain Name, IP Addresses, Networking Protocols, and so on);
Internet sites and domain names owned by the victim;
Telephone numbers, emails and other contacts available via footprinting;

In essence, it is a matter of collecting any useful information that may, directly or indirectly, facilitate the hacking
of systems or networks to be targeted.
We also distinguish two modes of footprinting:
•
•

Passive: the information is collected without in any way contacting the victim organization.
Active: information is collected by making direct contact with the potential victim using social engineering
techniques.

If an attacker manages to present himself in disguise, for example, as a journalist, e contacts the victim's staff, the
information collected in the interview is an example of active footprinting.

Passive footprinting techniques are much less invasive, resulting in the use of search engines, information posted by
the staff of the target on social media, physical addresses of the various locations (where the target has more than
one), and etcetera.

Scanning
It essentially consists of the active verification of the information gathered in the previous phase, in order to
determine if and which potential vulnerabilities are exploitable by the attacker.

In this sentence, only target verification activities are implemented, and no real attack is currently implemented.
The purpose is to collect reliable information on active and exposed servers on the internet as well as on exposed
services. It is emphasized that this phase actively involves the attacker and the attacked systems.
Below some types of scans, usually implemented during this phase:
•
•
•
•

Network scan;
Port scan;
Vulnerability scan;
Banner grabbing;

Nevertheless, these activities can put the possible attacker at risk, as he must actively expose himself to its target.
In fact, numerous port-scan techniques are detected by the most common IDS systems, in addition to non-session
sessions standards towards the network of the potential victim, such as "telnet", always leave traces and etcetera.
The attacker in this phase will, therefore, have to guarantee an adequate infrastructure, both in terms of size and
of the technical skills required to carry out the activities. All of this is also applying appropriate evasion techniques
from the victim's monitoring systems, with a considerable expense also of time. In the case of targeted attacks on
infrastructures of considerable size and complexity, the resources required are huge.

Gain Access
And of course, the first we need to do is gain access. And for that, we can use two types of ways:
•

using the Azure Account: The Azure Account is the best option to use in tools like the Azure Portal and other
UI’s.

•

Or the Principal Account: The Principal Account is the best option to use to run our scripts and tools.

For a good penetration test, I recommend to use both, and we need to use any possible tool.

Azure Account
The Azure Account, is in fact, an Azure Active Directory account. To create the Azure Account, we need Global
admin permissions, usually, the customer will do that for us, but it is useful to know how to do that.
To create the account, we need to:
•

Access to Azure Active Directory, select Users, and click + New User.

•

On the New user screen we need to set the following fields and then click Create:

o

User name in this sample testuser;

o

Name in this sample testuser also;

o

and a password;

Note: You can also ask the customer to invite you, and this is possible selecting Invite user and setting the email
address, see below.

This second option is the most used, but I would recommend the customer create a new user and just delete the
user when the pentest will be completed.

Service Principal Account
Besides the Azure Account, we have the Azure Service Principal which is a security identity used by user-created
apps, services, and automation tools to access specific Azure resources. Think of it as a 'user identity' (login and
password or certificate) with a specific role, and tightly controlled permissions to access your resources. It only
needs to be able to do specific things, unlike a general user identity. It improves security if you only grant it the
minimum permissions level needed to perform its management tasks.
To create a Principal Account, you need to:
•

Select Azure Active Directory, click on App registrations, and then click on + New registration.

•

On the New user screen we need to set the following fields and then click Register:
o

Name in this sample myappidentity

o

and from the Redirect URI combo-box select the option Public client/native
▪

Note: the URI value is not important;

•

When the application identity is created, select the identity and, on the Certificates & secrets tab, click on
New client secret to generate the key.

•

On the Add a client secret panel set the Key name (description) and the expiration time and click the
Add button;

After that, the key will be generated. Now you need to save the key in a safe place because you will need to use
it to log in.

RBAC Authorization
We now need to provide access to our account, and it can be the Azure Account or the Principal Account, the
method will be the same. Role-based access control (RBAC) is a method of regulating access to a computer or
network resources based on the roles of individual users within an enterprise.
The way you control access to resources using RBAC is to create role assignments. This is a key concept to
understand – it’s how permissions are enforced. A role assignment consists of three elements:
•

Security principal: A security principal is an object that represents a user, group, service principal, or
managed identity that is requesting access to Azure resources.

•

Role definition: A role definition is a collection of permissions. It's typically just called a role. A role definition
lists the operations that can be performed, such as read, write, and delete. Roles can be high-level, like
the owner, or specific, like a virtual machine reader.

•

And scope: Scope is the set of resources that the access applies to. When you assign a role, you can
further limit the actions allowed by defining a scope. This is helpful if you want to make someone a
Contributor, but only for one resource group.

To give access to our the Azure Account or the Principal Account we need to:
•

Select your subscription, click on Access control (IAM) and Add role assignment.

•

Select the Role you like to apply. I recommend you to use the Reader role, search for our new application
identity, and click Save.

Now the account has reader access in the entire subscription, and we can use the same method with the Root
Management group to gain access in all the subscriptions in the tenant.
We now have the Azure account. Let see how to use it.

The Azure Portal
The Azure Portal is an excellent UI for reconnaissance, we can log into the portal using our Azure account, and we
can use some great searching techniques.
For example, we can enter into the portal, click on the three lines on the top left, and select All resources.

Now we can execute any complex query using filters, and we can also export these results in CSV. See the picture
below showing you the filters.

The Azure Explorer
Another

great

UI

for

reconnaissance

is

the

Azure

Explorer.

We

can

navigate

on

https://resources.azure.com/subscriptions, login with our account, and select the plus on the left of your
subscription, as you may see in the picture below:

We can also search for resources and much more.
The Azure Explorer is showing a raw representation of the Azure infrastructure.

Examine the Naming Standards
A good (it way or not be ethical) hacker must consider any option to exploit his target, and the naming standard
is one of these. The use of a good naming standard strategy is a good practice; on the other side, it is also an
excellent opportunity and a good source of information.
The customer often uses projects and department names, and we can understand some business logic just looking
at the name of the resources.
The department name is used at a management group level, and the subscriptions usually contain the project
name or product name. Often people use the resource groups to organize internal teams and people, features or
projects, and you may find some interesting information in there also.
You can find an official guideline at the here: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cloud-adoptionframework/ready/azure-best-practices/naming-and-tagging
The Microsoft guideline is providing just a little portion of that, but it covers the most used resource types.

Advanced Scanning Technique
First, hackers need to find a target to hit and plan how to set up the attack. Generally, the reasons that move the
hands of hackers are always the same: economic reasons, the possibility of appropriating precious data, or
damaging the company. Once the target has been identified, the study phase begins.
Cybercriminals give priority on gathering information about the company and especially its security system. Hackers
use a different technique, and social engineering is one of the most effective, I personally like to use it. The target
is usually an internal employee in the company, and the goal is to find the big vulnerability of the person and use it
to exploit it.
We all use socials, and unfortunately, many people don’t realize how much they expose their personal life. In this
specific case, the hacker will attack the employee, and he will use a phishing technique or ransomware to obtain
what he needs.

For example, the hackers create a fake website, visit the structure, and also attend the events organized by the
company, with the aim of knowing everything about the target. At this point, the planning of the attack starts. The
hacker usually forces the target to collaborate with it, providing a password, or installing a rootkit.
An advanced scanning technique is used to identify possible targets and vulnerabilities. In this chapter, we will
examine some of them. In the other chapters, we will also speak about the nastiest and elaborated.
The Azure REST API is one of the most used and powerful interfaces offered by Microsoft.

Azure REST API
As I mentioned, the Azure REST API is the most used API interface in Microsoft Azure. The APIs expose any possible
action type like list resources and any CRUD operation on any Azure resource type, with no exceptions.
Using the Azure REST API, we can almost do everything and anything, and for that reason, it is crucial to know how
to use them.
The Azure REST API reference is the official portal. From this portal, we can search for any API, and we can get any
relevant information. In the picture below, you can see an example of an API call to list all Virtual Network in a
Subscription.

Clicking on the Try It button, we are able to execute the API directly. The portal will ask for the parameters, and we
can click on Run to execute the call, as you can see in the picture below.

This is extremely handy and useful, but there is a limitation on that, as you can see, we need to execute a call for
each subscription.
Some APIs require even more parameters like the Resource Group and more. Assuming we like to know all the
public IP addresses in all the Subscriptions in the Tenant, how can we solve this problem? In that case, the best
solution is using scripting or coding technique.
I implemented a tool named Aziverso, it is a free and open-source tool, and I daily use this tool for many different
scopes, one of these scopes is the scanning and resonance. You can find any more information
in https://aziverso.com/. On it, I have integrated the Azure REST API calls in Microsoft Excel, and I can execute any
kind of API. We will later talk more about this tool and see a practical example.
Another great technique is using Azure CLI through PowerShell scripting.

PowerShell Scanning Techniques
Windows PowerShell is a Windows command-line shell designed especially for system administrators. It can be used
by anyone to help them in automating repetitive tasks or tasks that are time-consuming to perform manually. Witch
means that PowerShell is another excellent way to execute effective scans in Azure, and we can use Azure CLI or
Azure Resource Manager.
We are now going to replicate the same previous example using PowerShell AZ CLI. To do that we first, need to
install Azure CLI, and the MSI distributable is used for installing or updating the Azure CLI on Windows. You don't
need to uninstall any current versions before using the MSI installer.
You can download the Azure CLI MSI package from the following link: https://aka.ms/installazurecliwindows
After you download, you need to:
•

Execute the file azure-cli-<version>.msi

•

Accept the agreements as below and click the Install button.

You can check all possible functions you can use on the Azure CLI portal: https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/cli/azure
We now have Azure CLI installed. To test it, we need to open PowerShell ISE. To do that we need:
•

To search the PowerShell ISE in Windows search and click on Windows PowerShell ISE, see the picture below.

•

In the console, panel write the Azure CLI command

az login

•

Click on File → Save and name the file, for example, Scan-Azure-IPs.ps1.

•

Now click on the green run button to execute the command.

•

The command will open the browser, log in to Microsoft Azure, by clicking on the account, if you have already
signed before, or enter your Azure account credentials.

Perfect, we have installed Azure CLI, and we have signed in our Azure environment. Now we can start writing our
scanning script.
The script below will collect all the public IP addresses in all the subscriptions, and it executes an Nmap scanning.
Write-Output "Login into the Azure Account"
az login
#Variables
$ipListFileInput = "C:\" + $subscriptionName + "_ipList.txt"
$ipListFileOutput = "C:\" + $subscriptionName + "_ipListoutput.txt"
Write-Output "List subscriptions"
#Filtering the output
$allsubscriptions = az account list --query '[].[id, name]' -o tsv
#Cycling for each subscription
foreach ($subscription in $allsubscriptions) {
$arrValues = $subscription.Split("`t")
$subscriptionId = $arrValues[0]
$subscriptionName = $arrValues[1]
Write-Output "Get IP for subription id " + $subscriptionId.ToString()
$allPublicIP = az network public-ip list --subscription $subscriptionId --query '[].[ipAddress]' -o tsv
#Create the empty array for ips
$OutputArray = @()
#Cycling for each ip
foreach ($ip in $allPublicIP){
$OutputArray += $ip
}
Write-Output "Write to file"
[System.IO.File]::WriteAllLines($ipListFileInput, $OutputArray)
Write-Output "Execute the scan"
nmap -v -p 1-65535 -sV -O -sS -T5 -iL $ipListFileInput | Out-File $ipListFileOutput
}

THIS POWERSHELL SCRIPT IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND.

We save all public IP found using the command below:
[System.IO.File]::WriteAllLines($ipListFileInput, $OutputArray)

It is important to know that the command WriteAllLines will write a file without the Byte Order Mark on top, something
the other PowerShell commands do.

After we have the list, we can now execute a massive scan of the IP addresses using the Nmap command -iL on
the file created before.
nmap -v -p 1-65535 -sV -O -sS -T5 -iL $ipListFileInput | Out-File $ipListFileOutput

The Nmap command prints a verbose output, and it runs a stealth syn scan with T5 timing with OS detection, and
the scan result will be saved in a file. Below an example of an output file created by the scan:

We can use this mixing technique between PowerShell and other hacking tools in different combinations. The
important thing to understand is that the use of hacker tools is not more important than the use of our abilities to
scanning the Azure infrastructure. Tools like Nmap, Metasploit, or SQLMap, and many others don’t have any real
capability of scanning at the infrastructure level.
The hacking tools usually don’t implement any Azure capabilities, and we need to mix tools, code, and scripting
techniques to be really effective. We first scan the infrastructure to collect the endpoints, and we use the specific
hacking tool to scan each endpoint found.
Another great example is this Azure CLI command that lists all the subscription, where the account has access, and
extract the id and the name only.
#Let make some important considerations regarding the script above.
#Something I really like about Azure CLI is the possibility to query the data, check the line below.
$allsubscriptions = az account list --query '[].[id, name]' -o tsv

We will now examine some advanced techniques.

Advanced Coding Techniques
We can implement more advanced code techniques, and in fact, we can integrate them on custom tools or in
other commercial products like Excel. An excellent example of this is my implementation of the Nmap scanning
capabilities in Aziverso. Using this technique, I can scan any IP address in any subscription directly from Microsoft
Excel and create a handy report for the teams and the customer.
But first of all, what is Aziverso? Aziverso is a free add-in for Microsoft Office composed of many features that can
speed up the daily job to any Azure professional in the most challenging and critical situations. It offers excellent
capabilities to manage the Azure costs, troubleshooting, naming standards, and much more. Aziverso is a smart
tool for smart people. The internal features can be combined in a different way to solve many situations and
problems.
To show this in action, we will now perform a full scan using Aziverso, and I will also explain to you the technical
challenge behind that. So, to do that we first need to download and install the Excel add-in, we can do that by:
•

Navigate to Aziverso web site https://aziverso.com.

•

Select the appropriate Office version you need and install the tool.

After the tool is installed, the first step we need is to identify the scope of our scanning. For that reason, we will be
listing all the subscriptions we want to scan.
•

Click on Add-Ins and then click on Subscriptions. Now we have the list of subscriptions we wan to scan.

o

Note: we can remove the subscriptions we don’t want from the list by simply delete the row on the
Excel sheet.

Now we will use the Recon to retrieve all Public IPs in all the subscriptions. The recon is a very smart feature. It lists
more than 2000 Azure APIs, and we can call any one of them using any Excel sheets to map the values we want to
pass to the API. We will be speaking more about this type of advanced techniques in the book.
•

Click on Recon and select the Subscription Excel Sheet.

•

Click on the filter to clean up the list, as you can see, the tool will pick up the parameters from the Excel Sheet
with any Azure API able to use them.

•

Now search for the specific Azure REST API to list all the public IP addresses, write IP addresses into the text box
o

Select the first API, see the picture above, and click the OK button.

o

The scan will now start, and it will produce the list of any public IP address in any subscription in the list.

The picture below shows the list produced by the scan, and the blank is not assigned IP, which means not used.

You can now understand the importance of using the correct scanning technique, and there is not a hacking tool
around able to provide these capabilities out of the box. We can achieve a similar result using PowerShell and
Azure CLI but without the Excel integration and spending hours writing a not reusable script. Excel integration gives
us also the opportunity to include a direct link to the resource.
Customers are extremely pleased by this type of scans because they are easily readable and usable by any person
in the company. As you can see, the IP Excel sheet produced contains the column IP address; this is the column
we need for Nmap.
We can identify the unused resources checking the column property.ipaddress. A blank value means that the
resource is not used. We can easily filter these values by using the Excel filter and eliminating them from the list.
See the picture below.

Now we can start the scan with Nmap by selecting Attack to pop up the scanning windows.
•

In the windows, select the Network Excel Sheet and select IP addresses Scan in the Recon Combobox.

•

Clean up all parameters and keep the properties.ipAddress only, this is the parameter used by Nmap.

•

The scan will start. You can now take a coffee or do other things because this task may require some
time. You can always check the status progress of the task.

•

In the end, a report with all the vulnerabilities found for each IP will be produced.

Another great thing that Aziverso will also allow us to have a direct link for each specific Azure resource scanned,
and we can directly jump into the portal from Excel. Once again, this thought for improving efficiency and
timesaving.
At the time of writing this white paper, I was still working on this feature, and I was planning to
release it to the public in a new version of the tool very soon. You may fill free to contact me for
any questions and especially for collaboration, any kind of collaboration, code, design, hacking.
I have a roadmap of features planned that include many other hacking implementations like including advanced
Nmap scans, Metasploit, Social-Engineer Toolkit, and with the inclusion of Windows Subsystem for Linux (WSL2), for
example, performing a scan on all the App Service endpoints in the entire tenant.
The tool logs into https://management.azure.com to call any specific API. The code below shows the login
implementation using:

The API will return a JSON stream, I flatted the JSON response and I filterered it for the appropriate fields.

Using this technique, I can represent any information in the Excel Sheet.

Covering the Tracks
Acting as a Red Team, you must operate as a real real simulation attack. Most of the operations we do in Azure
are monitored and tracked. The last important operation that any ethical hacker must do is covering the tracks
and clenup the environment, in this way the Blue won’t be able to conduct any useful investigation.
A scanning precludes a security issue, and any operation will be logged in Azure, in the picture below, you can see
a log related to a Storage account List operation:

It is possible to delete an activity log alert using different techniques. We can call the Azure REST API below:
•

https://management.azure.com/subscriptions/{subscriptionId}/resourceGroups/{resourceGroupName}/p
roviders/microsoft.insights/activityLogAlerts/{activityLogAlertName}?api-version=2017-04-01

the call below is a practical example:
DELETE https://management.azure.com/subscriptions/187f412d-1758-44d9-b052-169e2564721d/resourceGroups/DefaultActivityLogAlerts/providers/microsoft.insights/activityLogAlerts/SampleActivityLogAlert?api-version=2017-04-01#
We can also use PowerShell using the command Remove-AzureRmActivityLogAlert, an example below.
Remove-AzureRmActivityLogAlert -ResourceGroup "Default-Web-CentralUS" -Name "myalert"

Countermeasures and Best Practices
Our Azure infrastructure is daily scanned by hundreds of malicious companies and people across the world. It is a
good practice to apply the proper countermeasure to hide any sensitive information from the public internet.
The best countermeasure and practice to avoid a scan is provided by a good security layer, and we need to limit
access to our resources. The use of management groups is able to provide great flexibility.
It is more important to educate the employee to identify possible threats and especially about not using any
company information improperly. As I said before, people are vulnerable, and the only real defense is removing

any critical security responsibility to the human. There are some many practices to adopt in order to control the
most important type of treats:

•
•
•
•
•

Robust email security solutions are actually the best option, also filtering any email containing the
windows.net domain.
Educate employees about recognizing different types of phishing attacks and avoid clicking any link.
Use multi security layers, scanning email, antivirus, and use the red team to test malicious attack.
Educate everybody in the companies, also the very top management.
Use Multi-Factor Authentication in any sensitive location of the company.

Summary
In this whitepaper, you learned the most important aspects of reconnaissance and scanning techniques. I
described some of the most important concepts, and it is crucial to understand the strategies and the bases than
the tools options itself. In the next chapters, we will use different scanning techniques, and in some cases, even
social engineering and nastier example.
The main problem is the unpredictable way used by the corporation on deploying changes in any software. The UI
may change, or a new security feature has been implemented, and we are not aware of that. Sometimes a new
feature can be a good thing, and some other time could be a problem because we are not aware of that, and
an employee may use it in a wrong way and create a vulnerability.
The number of new features deployed every day by Microsoft is not controllable, and the best practice is to use a
clear, consolidated security strategy, avoid useless experimentations, and create our internal laws using policies.
In the next chapter, we will attack the most important asset, the Azure Network. We will learn the most important
aspect of the network, and we will examine the most effective attacks and countermeasures.
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